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Science

The Big Question

Topic : Change and the Cycle of Life

Where does beauty come from ?

Class Novel : Private Peaceful
What journeys do we go on in life ?

How do all living things and some materials change ?


English

plan and carry out a fair test to investigate



literature ( VIPERS Strategies )

a scientific question




take measurements accurately ; including



uses of language in order to draw out

record results in a variety of ways and draw

meaning purpose and effect

use the terms ’reversible’ and ‘irreversible’ to
describe changes to materials



describe differences in the life cycles of



Moving On …



Independent Research Project



Year 5

Create

research and read about the life of an

Topic : Butterfly Beauty and Nature

in nature ?

make summary notes ; collect and organise



communicate and present ideas in a written
communicate and present ideas in an oral
presentation to an audience

use visual language to describe pieces of art ;
explore and develop ideas

evaluate information ; check the reliability of

form


imagination, variety and accuracy

What different types of patterns do you notice



different sources


communicate ideas in writing with

Art and Design

ideas from different sources




Summer Term

inspirational person ; English Martyr


write and present a range of ideas in a
wide variety of written forms

Topic : People who Inspire !
What makes a person inspirational ?

listen carefully to others to further inform
thinking



humans with age
know about the life of David Attenborough

talk clearly and confidently about thoughts,
opinions and ideas

animals and plants ; recognise changes to


analyse, evaluate and criticise a range of

repeat testing
appropriate conclusions


read fluently and respond critically to

use a variety of techniques to add detail and
interest ; drawing, painting, sculpture and

Visit to Lancaster Butterfly House

textile artwork of nature and butterflies


create a piece of art in the style of Salvador
Dali’s work ‘Butterfly Landscape’



